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In gluon fusion production mode, the off-shell production cross 

section has been shown to be sizeable at high ZZ invariant 

mass  
CMS PAS HIG-14-002 

1307.4935 constraining the Higgs boson width from off-shell 

production and decay to ZZ(4l)  

Higgs off-shell region physics  
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 Effective Lagrangian    
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CP even SM CP even BSM CP odd BSM 



Helicity amplitude calculation 

Helicity amplitude for Higgs mediated process  

h=+,- 
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the amplititude for box process  

JHEP 1404 (2014) 060 
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Coded in MCFM and gg2VV 



(a) (b) 

the identical final state 4e/4 

  The calculation is similar as 2e2    ,but there are two differences :   

1、the cross section should times a symmetry factor  0.25   

2、the interference term dictate a factor -1  
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Simulation by MCFM 

 Adding anomalous (            ) Higgs mediated helicity 

amplitudes in MCFM program, considering its 

interference with gg->ZZ box diagram.  

 the interference term between Higgs 

mediated diagram and box diagram for 

2e2\mu and for identical final states  

BSM SM 
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 CMS cuts for 2e2   final states 
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Advantages: Relatively large interference cross section between box &  CP-even  

Higgs-mediated process in off-shell region. 
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Have imaginary part when  2 ts m

No interference because antisymmetric tensor 


In Higgs off-shell regions, interference between Higgs-mediated process and  

Continuum background could not be ignored.    
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Interference larger than self-conjugated terms in on-shell region 

The total cross section of CP-even Higgs mediated process increase suddenly 

beyond the top pair threshold.  



The k factor are set to be equal for signal, 

background and interference.    

Assume the efficiency is also the same 

8TeV LHC real experimental measurements to constraint 

the anomalous coupling coefficients   CMS PAS HIG-14-002 
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Summary 
• CP properties of HZZ couplings are studied. 

• Existed experimental results constraint HZZ anomalous 

coefficients in both Higgs on-shell off-shell region, but 

interference effects are not complete in their simulation 

Codes. 

• We calculate Helicity amplitudes of HZZ anomalous 

decay, implemented it  in MCFM. 

• HZZ anomalous coefficients are constrained in Higgs off-

shell region, with considering the interference between 

anomalous Higgs mediated process between gg->4l box 

diagram. 
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Thank you 


